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 Stand For Standing Rock: More Than A Protest 
POLITICS 
(Photo: AP) 
            For nearly a year, the largest gathering of native tribes since the Battle of Little Bighorn has convened at the Sioux 
reservation in North Dakota. Their purpose is to block the massive Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL), which would run 
through four states, across active farmland and forests, and beneath the Missouri River, which serves as the tribe’s 
primary water source. 
            Supporters of the pipeline focus on its job creation and its proposed exportation of half a billion barrels of crude 
oil to Illinois each day. Native American groups and an increasing number of outsiders, including veterans and activists, 
are against the pipeline because of the threat to their water, the disturbance of sacred land, and the potential for 
harmful environmental consequences. The pipeline breaks a century old treaty – something the United States is 
certainly no stranger to – further violating the tribal sovereignty of the Sioux. 
            This move is characterized by a lack of consultation, a lack of free and informed consent, and a lack of cultural 
freedom and respect (imagine the outrage at an oil pipeline through Arlington cemetery). Consultation is a prerequisite 
for environmental moves, but the proposition of this pipeline did not include the Sioux in the steps of decision making 
from the start. 
Stand For Standing Rock: More Than A 
Protest 
           On Dec. 4, 2016, as thousands of military veterans from across the country crowded the camp in solidarity, the 
Department of the Army announced its decision to deny an easement for the Dakota Access Pipeline route. This 
unexpected triumph was cut short when, in January, Trump signed the executive order allowing construction to continue 
on both the Dakota Access Pipeline and the Keystone Pipeline. 
            A “disgruntled Native American,” informs me, “With this as a precedent, it shows that Native Americans really were 
stripped of any and all power and autonomy, and that these treaties are just the lazy afterthought of a genocide. It takes 
away hope for a redemption from a government unconcerned by the ramifications of destroying a people so fully that 
centuries have not allowed recovery.” 
       DAPL is also in direct violation of environmental justice requirements that state low income and minority communities 
cannot be made to bear a disproportionate impact. In other words: you can't shove pollutants onto the poor. Negative 
environmental consequences disproportionately affect marginalized communities. This old-fashioned American land-grab 
is no exception. 
          Native Americans have been shot with rubber bullets and treated with chemical warfare. Until recently, mainstream 
media outlets have largely ignored their struggle. When the publications finally conceded, they claimed that protestors 
were being forced to leave because of the harsh North Dakota winter – North Dakota being their home state, that winter 
being one of their winters. 
          It is time we reported the situation accurately and started being educated, and involved! If you care about 
sovereignty, honest policies, and our earth, then you must stand up against construction of harmful pipelines in our 
country’s borders. 
Marirose Bernal Staff Reporter 
 Student Petition for Sanctuary Campus Rejected 
(Photo: AP) 
        In a recent campus-wide email, university president Rev. John P. Fitzgibbons, SJ publicly rejected a student-led 
petition to declare Regis a “sanctuary campus,” though he re-affirmed the university’s commitment to ensuring the 
safety of the entire Regis community, especially its undocumented and international students. 
        The petition, which garnered just over 500 student signatures, was organized by the Union of Student Activists 
(USA), a new campus organization which grew out of the petition effort. Somos (Regis’ Latinx student group) and 
RUSGA’s Social Justice and Spirituality Committee endorsed the union. 
        “None of us were particularly surprised,” freshman Courtney Huston, an organizer for USA, told the Highlander 
about the group’s reaction to the administration’s reply, “It was pretty much what it sounded like we were going to get 
from our conversations with the provost and the Office of the President.” 
        Houston also conveyed that while she was thankful for Father Fitzgibbons’ reaffirmation of the university’s 
commitment to Jesuit values, she and other students were deeply disappointed that the university president did not 
promise any new action on the issue. 
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        However, Huston expressed hope for future dialogue, saying, “It’s just the beginning.  We’re still talking to the 
Office of the Provost and the president, and as a collective body of concerned students, we’re definitely still discussing 
ways we can make our campus safer for our undocumented and DACA students.” 
        Despite its similarity to the term sanctuary city, which implies a specific set of policies, the label “sanctuary campus” 
does not yet have a clear standard definition.  When asked to clarify what her vision of a sanctuary campus looks like, 
Huston said that a major component would be to provide “physical sanctuary” to any Regis students or members of the 
local community who feel threatened by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, which handles border control and 
immigration law. 
        Such action would be unlawful, and could bring with it legal and financial sanctions, such as the revocation of 
federal funding for financial aid or research grants – a point noted in the Office of the President’s statement.  When 
asked whether USA and the other signatory groups had considered the implications of their proposed policies before 
submitting the petition, Huston said that they had, but was largely dismissive of the criticism, and claimed that it was 
more important to let the surrounding community know that Regis “is a safe place.” 
       Hundreds of Regis students rely on federal grants and loans in order to afford attending the university and could be 
forced to transfer or drop out should the federal administration revoke aid funding. When pressed about the financial 
implications for these students, Huston said, “We’re not fighting for some other, we’re fighting for one of us.” 
Ford Mulligan Staff Reporter 
 
Humans of Regis: Dr. Janet Houser 
 (Photo: Regis University) 
What brought you to Regis University?  
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HUMA S Of REGIS 
I had come to Colorado to get my PhD at the University of Northern Colorado.  My degree is in applied statistics, and 
they were one of the few applied stats programs in the country.  I fully expected to return to Ohio – where I had a job as 
a health system administrator – but during my graduate assistantship, I fell in love with teaching.  I got on the web one 
night, just to look around, and Regis had a faculty position in the Health Services Administration Division, teaching 
research and statistics.  It was only open for 48 more hours, so I shot off my application that night.  It was just meant to 
be.  That was 17 years ago.  I taught for nearly a decade, then was associate dean and dean of Rueckert-Hartman College 
for Health Professions until spring of 2016, when I became Provost.   
What is your favorite Jesuit value? Why? 
Cura Personalis is my favorite, because it invokes compassion and yet a view of the whole person.  I like the fact that we 
consider our students’ needs holistically – just as I did when I was in healthcare and had patients.  It’s empowering to 
focus on student learning needs as well as their needs for transformative experiences. 
What has been your fondest memory of Regis? 
The day I was offered the Provost job.  This is my capstone; everything I have learned in my forty-year career has 
brought me here, and that was my career high.             
What has been your fondest memory as Provost? 
 A couple of weeks after the election, a group of students came to my office hours to discuss their concerns about the 
results.  It was a heartfelt and invigorating conversation. While this might not seem something one would be “fond” of, 
it did show me that students were willing to have a dialog in a safe place.  I was happy I could be open and listen to the 
students – and that they were talking to me instead of protesting my office! 
Is there anything else you would like the Regis community to know? 
This is my best and last job, and I love it!  My single most important initiative will focus on assuring student success.  To 
do that – I need to know what the students needs.  Students should come by my office hours – they are open to faculty, 
staff, and students and I put out wine and cheese – as well as chocolate milk and homemade cookies.  I love seeing the 
students mix with faculty, staff, and Jesuits who drop by.  Every Thursday, 3:30 until 5, in Main Hall 217.   
Samantha Jewell Social Media Editor 
  
Brady and Belichik’s Patriots Win a 5th in Unprecedented Nail-Biter 
SPORTS 
(Photo: Kevin C. Cox/Getty Images) 
           You couldn’t ask for a better ending to an incredible NFL season than Super Bowl LI.  The New England Patriots 
overcame a rough first half to defeat the underdog Atlanta Falcons 34-28 in a dramatic overtime finish, the first in Super 
Bowl history.   
           Matt Ryan and the Atlanta Falcons controlled the NFC all season and handled their wins with ease and poise as 
they earned the right to be in football’s biggest stage. Looking for their first Super Bowl in franchise history, it wasn’t 
going to be an easy road with Tom Brady, Bill Belichik, and the supporting cast of the New England Patriots in the way. 
The Falcons came out to a dominating start, holding a 28-3 lead with eight minutes left in the third quarter. All those 
watching had every right to believe the game was over, but the Patriots had a few tricks up their sleeves. With some 
crucial stops by New England’s defense and one of the best catches in Super Bowl history by Julian Edelman, it was no 
secret that the Patriots weren’t going out sad. 
           The Patriots ended up completing the biggest comeback in Super Bowl history, scoring 31 unanswered points, 
giving Tom Brady and Bill Belichik their fifth Super Bowl title together. It is a game that will be written in the history 
books not only because of the comeback, but also it being the only overtime game the Super Bowl has ever had. 
Congratulations to the New England Patriots, as they are world champions once again! 
Danny Rolander Staff Reporter 
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 It's Not Too Late to Register for Intramurals! 
SPORTS 
        Are you interested in playing intramural sports this semester, but worried it’s too late to register?  Don’t fret! 
Registration is still available for a number of activities, including indoor soccer, tennis, and even kickball! You can check 
out a full list of sports and their respective registration periods below: 
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Sport Registration Dates Captain's Meeting Play Begins 
elboll Tues .• Jon. 4 - Jon. 17 Jon. 18th Sun .• Jon. 22nd 
Indoor Volleyball Tues .• Jon. 4 - Jon. 17 Jon. 18th Sun .. Jon. 22nd 
T xos Hold 'Em Tues .• Jon. 31 - Feb. 11 N/A Sun .. Feb. 12th 
Indoor soccer Tues .• Feb. 7 - Feb. 21 Feb. 22nd Sun .• Feb. 26th 
AoorHockey Tues .. Feb. 14 - Feb. 31 Mor.1 st Sun .. Mor. 5th 
Bodmnton Tues .• Feb. 21 - Mor. 11 N/A Sun .. Mor. 12 
Tennis Tues .• Feb. 31 - Mor. 14 Mar. 14th Sun .• Mor. 19th 
Ultimate Frisbee Tues .• Mor. 7 - Mor. 21 Mor. 22nd Sun .• Mor. 26th 
GoU Tues .• Mor. 14 - Mor. 28 Mor. 14th Sun .. Apr. 2nd 
Powder Puff Tues .• Mor. 28 - Apr. 16 N/A Mon .• Apr. 17th 
Tobie T nnis Tues .• Mor. 28- Apr. 16 N/A Sun .. Apr. 16th 
l(ickbol Tues .• Apr. 4 - Apr. 18 Apr. 19th Sun .• Apr. 23/d 
Vi.sff www lMleogue, com/ l-vn or downk>od the mobh opp uc·rr f<>f Intramural Spoth legbhoflon 
Coptori·, ,,,..1ngs be.-, the W t>iitechOfW C.,,te, Con~• Room· at ,.30 PM 
r.========"1.oc=:=-o-•ed_on u,. ewtedo, of the Uf• DiN<tiomC..,,;;;.;.;;l°';;.';;;oo;;;;·"II.;:..;;°""~•;.;.;;;.;__ __ ~ 
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        Registration for each of these sports opens at different times throughout the year. Currently, registration for Texas 
Hold ‘Em is the only open sport. Starting February 14th and going through April 4th, registration for a different sport 
opens every week. 
        For more information about intramurals, how to register, and which sports are available at the time 
visit http://imleagues.com/regis. IMLeagues also has information regarding Regis club sports and the fitness center. 
Catie Cheshire Staff Reporter 
 
Spring Sports Preview & Winter Wrap-Up 
SPORTS 
(Photo: Regis University) 
Men’s Basketball: Ranger basketball is nearing the end of their season. Their overall record stands at 13-7, while their 
conference record stands at 7-7. The final game of their regular season will be Feb. 25. 
Women’s Basketball: Regis Women’s Basketball is nearing the end of a successful season with an overall record of 17-4 
and a conference record of 12-4.  In the most recent national Division II media and NCAA coaches’ polls, the Lady 
Rangers were ranked at No. 19 and 22, respectively. While their regular season concludes on Feb. 25, they will go on to 
play in the Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference Tournament the week of Feb. 28. 
Men’s Golf: Ranger Golf returns for the spring session at the Cougar Invitational in San Marcos, Calif. on Feb. 6. They will 
cap the season off with the Rocky Mountain Athletic Championships on April 24 and 25. 
Women’s Golf: After capping off their fall season by taking first overall at the Rocky Mountain Athletic Tournament 
hosted by Adams State University, Women’s Golf aims to carry that momentum into the start of their spring season at 
Spring Sports Preview & Winter Wrap-
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the Lady Rattler Invitational on Feb. 13. They look forward to a full spring season, concluding with the Rocky Mountain 
Athletic Championships on April 24 and 25. 
Baseball: The Regis baseball team had a rough start to the season this weekend with a 1-2 series loss versus Angelo 
State University. Their season goes all the way to the end of spring semester, with their last scheduled game against 
Colorado School of Mines on May 7. 
Softball: The softball team also kicked off their season on Feb. 3 with the Lady Chap Invitational hosted by Lubbock 
Christian University, where they finished with a 4-2 record. They will take the field again on Friday at the North Texas 
Softball Bash in North Prairie, Texas before beginning their regular season play against Adams State University at home 
on Feb. 18. 
Lacrosse: The Men’s Lacrosse team is gearing up for the start of the season on Feb. 18, when they face off against CSU-
Pueblo on home turf. Their season will last the duration of the spring semester. 
Catie Cheshire Staff Reporter 
 
Super Bowl 51 Commercials Get Political 
 (Photo: Youtube) 
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            If being able to watch one of the best Super Bowls of all time wasn't enough, this year’s commercials made it 
even better. The variety of serious and comical commercials made it very hard to let your eyes wander during the 
commercial breaks. 
            Many of the same companies as previous years broadcasted their commercials, but there was an underlying 
evident theme in many of the commercials. Politics crept into a handful of the ads which can’t be said about many of the 
previous super bowls. 84 Lumber, Audi, Coca-cola, Budweiser, AirBnb, and Google were just a few of the companies that 
had politically driven ads.  The 84 Lumber ad seemed to be the talking point of the night on social media probably due to 
the fact that it was about a mother and daughter who encounter the proposed Mexican border wall and have to figure 
out how to get around it. 
            Despite the 5 million dollar price tag for 30 seconds of airtime, the ads are an integral part of attracting viewers to 
watch the super bowl. All in all, Super Bowl LI was a great year for commercials, and an even better year for football! 
Luke Cahill Staff Reporter 
 
White Guilt, White Feeling, and the Struggle for Liberation 
 (Photo: Allison Upchurch) 
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         As part of the second annual Anti-Oppression Week here at Regis, Dr. Brian Drwecki and senior Jack Flotte led a 
discussion on Tuesday, Feb 7, about ignored feelings of white guilt and privilege and the social justice we strive for in our 
community.  
        This session included eye-opening facts of the struggles faced by the black community, as compared to white 
people. Furthermore, they simplified the definition of racism, stating it is a system of oppression not just confined to 
social interactions. The conversation then focused on how white guilt comes about from a myth of superiority and 
perceived taboo topic of racism in the United States. 
        Flotte retold his own story of racial injustice and was praised for being an example of showing contemplatives in 
action by combating racism and actively participating in real world events and rallies, truly showing what it means be an 
engaged and educated Jesuit student. 
        At the end of the discussion, Flotte gave advice on how to be a better ally for those who face oppression. Firstly, we 
must accept the discomfort when it comes to racial division, and channel that guilt into action. Second, we need to 
normalize race within your group of friends and family members. Finally, research everything presented to us: don’t take 
it to be true unless it’s from a reliable source. 
        Brian Drwecki is the faculty advisor to the Black Student Alliance at Regis and Jack Flotte is a member of that same 
organization. Keep an eye out for the different events hosted by BSA to learn more! 
Allison Upchurch Staff Reporter 
Are You Woke? 
SOCIAL JUSTICE 
 
        Are You Woke was an event held at Regis’ Walkers Pub on February 7. This event highlighted the affinity groups at 
Regis. The groups represented were the Black Student Alliance (BSA), Brown (Latino, Chicano, Hispanic, etc.) Student 
Alliance (SOMOS), Gender Sexuality Alliance (GSA), Asian Student Alliance ASA), Hawaiian Student Alliance (HSA) and 
finally the International Student Alliance (ISA). 
        All exist to create safe spaces and support to their respective communities while during their college experiences. 
All the different alliance groups host community events, like the upcoming luaua hosted by HSA! 
        For more information about Regis’ different affinity groups, visit the Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusive 
Excellence located in the Coors Life Direction Center. More information can also be found 
here: http://www.regis.edu/About-Regis-University/University-Offices-and-Services/Diversity.aspx. 
Elisia Medina Staff Reporter 
Gender and Sexuality Alliance Offers Community to LGBT Students 
SOCIAL JUSTICE 
 
            Here at Regis, there is a wide variety of clubs and organizations that strive to create a positive, safe atmosphere 
on campus. One such group is the Regis University Gender and Sexuality Alliance (GSA), which meets once a week on 
Thursdays from 4:30pm to 5:30pm in the West Hall Conference Room. 
D 
D 
            According to GSA co-president Rose Bonfoey, "GSA is meant to be a safe space on campus for any LGBT person or 
ally. We do a lot of team building so students don't feel so lonely, because it can be hard to be an LGBT student on a 
Catholic campus sometimes." 
            Weekly meetings can consist of discussing current issues on campus, sharing a meal, talking politics, watching 
movies, or group activities such as attending the Rocky Horror Picture Show together. Meetings are open to newcomers, 
and while many group members attend every week, a firm weekly commitment is not required. 
            While the weekly meetings for LGBT students and allies are a primary function of GSA, the group also holds 
educational campus-wide events as well. This week, they participated in Anti-Oppression Week events "Are You Woke: 
Come Learn About Regis Affinity Groups And Why They Exist" on February 7. Today, they will be hosting "Dear Allies" 
from 4:30pm to 5:30pm in the West Hall Lounge. 
            In collaboration with Peace and Justice Studies Department, they will host a showing of the film "The Year We 
Thought About Love" on March 30. They are also collaborating with a Sippin' on Spirituality event with University 
Ministry after spring break, and they will be tabling in the student center for transgender issues awareness over the 
course of the semester. On April 17, they will participate in the "Day of Silence," which is a nationwide campaign in 
which students take a vow of silence to highlight the difficulties that LGBT youth face when they are bullied or harassed. 
            If you would like to get involved with GSA, stop by their Thursday meetings at 4:30 in the West Hall Conference 
Room, or contact Rose Bonfoey at rbonfoey@regis.edu. If you are interested in joining an LGBT counseling group 
organized by the Office of Counseling and Personal Development, contact Amy Ginsberg at aginsberg@regis.edu. 
Maggie Lacy Staff Reporter 
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(Photo: Frances Meng-Frecker) 
          Linda Lowry, painter and printmaker, grew up on the east coast near the water and the wood. She grew up with a 
father who would walk in the woods with her and tell stories. Lowry says, “I realize narrative is a reason why I make art.” 
In Lowry’s collection, “Acropolis,” you can clearly see a story being told throughout all the pieces that have been inspired 
by the ocean, Greece, and the life cycle. In reference to her inspiration, Lowry says, “One goes through life collecting 
things. Maybe collecting ideas, feathers, images, experiences. You never know when something is going to come 
together in those collections that will inspire you to make something about it.” She uses different collections of ideas, 
experiences, and places to create this collection called “Acropolis” currently located in Regis University’s O’Sullivan Art 
Gallery until February 17. 
          During the “Gallery Talk” by Linda Lowry on February 2, Lowry spoke of the printmaking process, her inspirations, 
and her mentors throughout her life. The first thing she told the audience was, “I am a painter, not a master 
printmaker.” She told us how she made many mistakes along the way, and was always learning. 
          Natalie Nielsen, sophomore at Regis and attendee at the “Gallery Talk” commented, “I thought the show portrays 
a really interesting look on what it means to be a printmaker. And I like how Linda talked about the process instead of 
the outcome. Learning what you’re creating as you are creating.” 
          “I think it is really good to explore, especially when you’re young.” Lowry encourages us, as college students, to 
explore and see the world. She says it is okay to take a little detour in our lives, or change our path. Explore the things 
we love and experience our talents to their fullest potential. She is an artist of several media. She does not limit herself 
to one medium, and encourages artists and young people to do what they love and express themselves in the way that 
feels natural, and in a way that feels like themselves. Lowry says, “I express my love through making art.” 
          To learn more about Linda Lowry, visit her website at lindalowry.net and pop into the O’Sullivan Art Gallery before 
February 17. 
Frances Meng-Frecker Staff Reporter & Photographer 
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 Movie Review: Hidden Figures 
 (Photo: Fox Movies) 
            In the 2016 drama Hidden Figures, the Space Race gets a set of new faces. It’s 1961 and three African-American 
women are part of the NASA Space program to launch America’s first series of capsules into space. Katherine G. Johnson 
(played by Taraji P. Henson), is a mathematical protégée and is promoted to the Space Task Group where she works with 
the calculations of the capsule’s launching and landing using analytic geometry. Dorothy Vaughan (played by Octavia 
Spence) heads the group of colored women who work at the NASA computer site with an aspiration to become the 
official supervisor, and Mary Jackson (played by Janelle Monáe) is studying to be the first African-American woman 
engineer at NASA. Together, they go through trying business circumstances and racial barriers in order to do their parts 
for NASA and advance in their fields. 
            Beautifully told through smooth cinematography, an enriching score by Hans Zimmer and Pharrell Williams, and a 
rich screenplay now nominated for an Academy Award, Hidden Figures is not another story of African-Americans 
struggling to live in segregated America. It is a long overdue tribute to their contributions to one of America’s greatest 
achievements. 
So, what does this movie mean for us students, staff, and faculty here at Regis? One of the things that the character of 
director Al Harrison (played by Kevin Costner) emphasizes to his team at the Space Task Group and to Katherine is the 
importance of having passion for the task at hand. Without a firm sense of passion for the goal of getting a person into 
space, then true success will be unattainable. This is relevant to one of the Jesuit values: unity of mind and heart. 
Passion is the state of being to which we can identify as a unity of mind and heart. As a result, a task or project has a 
better outcome of success if tailored to specific passions or interests. With this understanding of the union of mind and 
heart comes into any plan or task, then the future accomplishments of everyone here at Regis will be successful and 
never hidden from the world. 
Allison Upchurch Staff Reporter 
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 Denver: A Protest City? 
 (Photo: Frances Meng-Frecker) 
          This past week has been simmering with protests, first by a No DAPL Last Stand on Wednesday, garnering a few 
hundred people to protest the Dakota Access Pipeline, followed by a Protect Our Muslim Neighbors Rally on Saturday, 
which gathered nearly ten thousand. Downtown Denver is either sporting homemade signs or hearing chants now 
weekly, with slogans that cover almost every contemporary controversy. 
          Denver has been home to more than 30 separate political protests in the last month alone, with marches that 
address a wide variety of post-election issues, ranging from the abortion debate to pressing environmental concerns. 
The Women’s March, with an unforeseen turnout of over 100,000, seems to have kickstarted several more events in 
turn, No DAPL and Muslim Neighbors among them. 
          Colorado has some of the most polarized cities in America; Denver is decidedly among the most liberal, and much 
farther left than Colorado Springs is right. It’s almost unsurprising to see the calendar dates on social platforms like 
Facebook for upcoming rallies: Denver Pull Out, Anti-Fascist March, Solidarity March, and Planned Parenthood Stand-In 
are all local demonstrations. 
Denver: A Protest City? 
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          In March, the calendar does not slow or ease up: To Immigrants With Love, One Billion Rising, March For Trump’s 
Tax Returns, and the Climate March are approaching. Most seem to be centered around controversial issues in the new 
administration, and all appear to be having higher turnouts than expected. 
          Denver is increasingly politically active, although there’s doubt about the effectiveness of making noise. Apart from 
real-life events, phone calls, emails, and faxes have been streaming to desks of politicians in multitudes, and younger 
generations appear more involved in the streets than they were at the booths. 
Marirose Bernal Staff Reporter 
 
 
OP-ED: We Need To Talk About Nukes 
 (Photo: History.com) 
          If you watched the 2016 election cycle as closely as I did, you may have noticed the relative absence of one 
particular topic in the national conversation throughout the entire campaign – nuclear proliferation.  While most 
candidates had an opinion about whether or not the U.S. should stick to the Obama administration’s proposal to spend 
up to a trillion dollars over the next 30 years modernizing our delivery systems, (missiles, bombers, submarines, etc.) the 
questions of our commitments to our various arms reduction agreements and proliferation abroad was largely ignored.   
          In fact, as far as I was able to find, the only candidate whose position on the subject received substantial coverage 
was now-President Trump who, with varying levels of commitment, indicated that he would support certain countries, 
such as South Korea and Japan, obtaining nuclear weapons.  Thankfully, so far it appears that those statements were just 
the product of Trump’s characteristic campaign trail bluster, and not a serious policy stance.  One can only hope it stays 
that way – if not, the world will become a much more dangerous place. 
          However, all of this obscures the fact that, despite the massive progress made towards disarmament between the 
U.S. and Russia and the widespread adoption of The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (a.k.a.- the 
Non-Prolifer ation Treaty or NPT) in recent years, the threat of nuclear war remains a constant, if diminished, existential 
threat to the entire human species.  The foibles and ambitions of everyone’s favorite communist backwater, North 
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Korea, remain as worrying as ever after the rogue state performed two successful detonation tests last year, and as 
recently as  Feb. 12th, carried out a ballistic missile dry-run.  Their reluctant ally, China, has also been busy over the past 
decade, quietly expanding their stockpile of warheads and quickly modernizing their delivery systems. 
          Perhaps the most disturbing development, however, is the silent arms race being waged between Pakistan and 
India.  Both countries have more than doubled their respective stockpiles in the past decade, and there’s little to 
indicate they plan to stop any time soon.  India has been rapidly upgrading its production facilities, and launched its first 
nuclear-capable submarine in 2014 with more on the way.  In response to the perceived threat from both Pakistan to 
the west and China to the north-east, the Indian military has also stepped up its research and development efforts in 
order to expand its strike range.  Pakistan, meanwhile, has begun deploying “tactical” weapons to its southern 
provinces, near the disputed Kashmir region. 
          While the South Asian build up is deeply disconcerting, it is important to note that neither country has of yet 
developed thermonuclear capability.  Thermonuclear weapons utilize a standard fission reaction to kick-start a far more 
energetic fusion reaction, and are orders of magnitude more powerful per kilogram of payload than fission-only 
weapons.  At the moment, neither India nor Pakistan possesses warheads exceeding 40 kilotons of explosive yield, 
putting them more or less along the lines of the bombs dropped on Nagasaki and Hiroshima in 1945.   
          However, this should bring us little comfort – a 2014 climate model study found that even a small regional conflict 
between the two countries resulting in a mere 100 15-kiloton detonations (less than 1% of global stockpiles) would kick 
approximately 5,000,000,000 kilograms of soot into the atmosphere, triggering a nuclear winter which would cut world-
wide growing seasons by a month for at least 5 years, and depleting the ozone layer by up to 50% for 10.  The 
combination of colder global temperatures, shorter crop seasons, and increased ultraviolet radiation from the sun would 
likely trigger a global famine in which hundreds of millions would starve. 
          Clearly, the use of nuclear weapons in any capacity would be morally repugnant, but what is far less clear is how 
we can for sure stop it from happening.  Deterrence and mutually assured destruction have worked so far, but as 
philosopher Bertrand Russell famously said, “You may reasonably expect a man to walk a tightrope safely for ten 
minutes; it would be unreasonable to do so without accident for two hundred years.”   
          Non-proliferation and disarmament, then, would appear to be the only permanent solution available, but how can 
we hope to achieve these goals now that the cat has escaped the bag?  
          “How to make nuclear weapons” has been indelibly written into the book of human knowledge, and even if we 
could get rid of all stockpiles tomorrow, there seems little we could do to prevent some rogue state or terrorist 
organization from acquiring the know-how 30 years from now.  Even worldwide non-proliferation seems like a distant 
reality.  I don’t how we could possibly convince rising powers like China and India that they should not pursue nuclear 
capability while we ourselves hold the second largest stockpile in the world.  But, I also don’t know how we could sleep 
soundly without them.   
          The terrifying reality of nuclear weapons so far is that so long as someone has them, then nobody is safe without 
them.  I wish I knew the solution to this problem – I do not – but I do know that we won’t get anywhere without talking 
about it. 
Ford Mulligan Staff Reporter 
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What brought you to Regis University? 
The opportunity to teach at a Catholic university motivated me to apply to Regis.   At the time, I was working on my 
doctorate and teaching part time at three other universities.  It was a joy to add Regis to my teaching vocation.  For the 
past twenty years, I have only taught here.  I was able to create Father Woody Programs as part of my work here, as well 
as the annual Hopkins Conference and a variety of Holocaust education projects.  Regis let me stay and let me enlarge 
my umbrella of work. 
What is your favorite Jesuit value? Why?   
Compassion is the virtue I most cherish and it is embodied in the Jesuit mission of Service to those in need, particularly 
“the other.”   Combining direct service to the poor with works of literature, theology, and history provides a fulfilling and 
Meaning-drenched life for me here.  Students anchor that life. 
What has been your fondest memory of Regis?   
This question invokes many images:  the faces of students I have been blest to meet and serve down these long and 
lovely years.  Many continue to work the Father Woody Wrap Parties and the Christmas Party, and I attend many 
weddings and baptisms as well.  For me,  students anchor this university and their commitment, care, and dedication are 
my best “pay.” 
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What has been your fondest memory with Father Woody’s?    
Again:  the enduring image is the cafeteria filled (beyond reason and fire core, probably) with hundreds of students and 
members of the stalwart Regis staff on the Saturday morning before Thanksgiving, all wrapping with enthusiasm and joy 
thousands of gifts to be given to the poor in December.  These images lift heart and spirit always.  It is especially 
wonderful to welcome alumni back for the “Wraps,” some with their children, to continue the tradition of providing new 
wrapped gifts to the poorest of the poor. 
Is there anything else you would like the Regis community to know?   
All are always invited under the Woody tent, to the Hopkins gathering, and at the various Holocaust speakers. 
Samantha Jewell Social Media Editor 
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                What’s up with Colin Kaepernick? 
                It’s a question that we’ve heard many times throughout the past football season. We first heard the question 
when Kaepernick was demoted from starter prior to the season, but the main situation in which we heard this question 
was concerning his decision to sit during the national anthem during two preseason games. 
                “I am not going to stand up to show pride in a flag for a country that oppresses black people and people of 
color,” Kaepernick famously told NFLinsider. He continued on to say that he had turned a blind eye to issues of police 
brutality too long, and he felt it was time to do something. 
                Following his statement, chaos erupted across the nation. 49ers fans filmed themselves burning Kaepernick’s 
jersey, and many fans said that not-standing for the anthem just wasn’t enough. They wanted him to take real action to 
create change for the oppressed people he was claiming to represent. 
                Unfortunately, much of the press coverage surrounding Kaepernick began and ended there. Aside from 
occasional situations when other athletes also took a stand, Kaepernick’s protest faded out of public talk. Therefore, it 
may come as a surprise to many that Kaepernick actually put his money where his mouth was, and started a the Colin 
Kaepernick Foundation. 
                For the foundation, Kaepernick made a $1 million dollar pledge to donated money to different causes and 
organizations around the country. So far, he has donated $400,000 to many worthy organizations including, the I Will 
Not Die Young campaign, the Mni Wiconi Health Clinic Partnership at Standing Rock, and the New York Center for 
Reproductive Rights. 
                In doing so Kaepernick has been able to help the young African Americans he first spoke of in his statement, but 
has also gone beyond his personal cause to help other oppressed groups of people. 
                Alongside financial contributions, Kaepernick also started up the Know Your Rights Camp, a free-camp for youth 
where he works with them to educate them on their rights, and the possibilities for their future. 
                Do you think Kaepernick has done enough? Find out more on his website Kaepernick7.com. 
Catie Cheshire Staff Reporter 
  
Regis Basketball Roundup 
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            With some competitive ball played away throughout the weekend, the Regis Rangers came home with successes. 
            Taking a look at men’s basketball, they came home with two huge wins, one with being off a buzzer beater by 
Junior Dexter Sienko on Saturday night against our cross-town rivals Metropolitan State. Sienko knocked down ten 
points while six Rangers also added double-digit scoring outings. For the most part, Saturday night’s game was close all 
the way to the end and did not disappoint, delivering an adrenaline rush ending for those in attendance.  Men’s 
basketball is now 17-7, keeping a four game win streak going strong. 
            Going over to the Lady Rangers, they dropped two games and came out of the weekend 17-6 looking toward a 
home game this Tuesday.  Saturday night ended in 67-61 loss to Metro State, even with two Rangers finishing with over 
twenty points. Friday night was suffered based on bad shooting, only shooting 31% from the field and 25% from three. 
Despite the losses, the Lady Rangers are still looking strong in conference play and are preparing for a home game 
against Chadron State College. 
            Both men’s and women’s are anticipating a home game against Chadron State College on Tuesday and an away 
game at Westminster College this weekend. Everyone come out and support your Regis Rangers as they get closer to the 
RMAC Tournament! Go Rangers! 
Danny Rolander Staff Reporter 
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Snapshots of a Vision: Building a Liberated Community 
 (Photo: Frances Meng-Frecker) 
         On Friday, February 10, a group of students, faculty, and staff gathered together to discuss diversity and oppression 
on our campus. This was the final event for Regis University’s Anti-Oppression week. Everyone joined together in a 
classroom on the third floor of Main Hall. There was a total of approximately 25 people that filled the classroom. This 
event was called “Snapshots of a Vision: Building a Liberated Community.” 
         To create an illustration for the discussion, there was an artist named Susanne Van Der Meer. She drew a mural to 
represent the conversation. To learn more about this artist visit her website at www.siftvisuals.com. 
         A safe place was created for everyone to share their experiences and talk about oppression on campus and in our 
community. These conversations and safe places are necessary for students, faculty, and staff. 
         Some of the topics of conversation were: diversity, liberation, community, democracy, religion, race, advocacy, 
allyship, violence, and “how ought we to live?” The main goal of this was to start the discussion. Davion Rodriguez, a 
junior here at Regis, said, “I urge all of you to have that imperative conversation and address these issues. If you do not, 
then the next person will not, and the next person. And that is detrimental to what we are trying to do. I just urge you to 
have these conversations. Please.” 
         How do we liberate ourselves and break down oppressive structures? 
         “Respect means to see. And the goal for us is to be seen.” 
Snapshots of a Vision: Building a 
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V-Day 
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          V-Day is a national event that happens every February on college campuses across the United States. It brings 
awareness to violence against women that occurs daily and worldwide. Regis first hosted this event two years ago, 
making this the third V-day held on campus. Last year and this year, I felt not only angered that all these things are 
happening in our society, but also empowered as a woman advocating for change. On February 9, V-Day was held in the 
Mountain View Room at Regis. 
          Jalisa Williams, Regis’ new Violence Prevention Coordinator as of September 2016, welcomed everyone to the 
event and exclaimed that she “has no words for how happy she is.” Over the past several months, Jalisa has been 
working intensively with a group of heavily involved students to ensure the event of V-Day ran smoothly. Every reader 
and person that helped with V-Day was delighted to help in any way possible. Each contributor cares about this event 
and wants to help the rest of Regis become as passionate about V-Day as they are. We want to bring awareness to these 
issues because they do not only impact people across the world - they impact all students, faculty, and staff here at 
Regis. Issues of violence happen on this campus and we need to talk about it. Jalisa encourages every single one of us to 
talk; to discuss the issues that the world faces together as well as the issues that we face individually. 
          During the event, there were twelve readings and two public service announcements. There were seventeen 
readers, a director, and many others that helped and supported this event. Many of the passages came from Eve 
Ensler’s A Memory, a Monologue, a Rant, and a Prayer, but several were personal stories written by Regis students. 
Throughout the night there were tears and laughter that united the room in emotion. People listened to the stories that 
were shared and thought of those that have suffered. We must listen and be there for our loved ones as well as all those 
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that are suffering who we do not know. We must talk about the issues that affect us at Regis and billions of other people 
around the world. 
Frances Meng-Frecker Staff Reporter 
 
Movie Review: The LEGO Batman Movie 
 (Photo: Google Images) 
          Do all important movies start with a black screen? Batman answers “Yes” and thus begins this animated feature 
spin-off of the 2014 hit The LEGO Movie. Continuing once again in the world of LEGOS, we are reintroduced to the 
legendary superhero Batman (voiced by Will Arnett) with his self-praising attitude charged with the prestigious duty to 
protect the city of Gotham from the notorious Joker (voiced by Zach Galifianakis) and his henchmen of villains. When an 
unexpected act of surrender from the Joker and villains occurs, Batman faces the threat of being relieved of his 
superhero position by the new Gotham police commissioner Barbara (voiced by Rosario Dawson). Batman 
later  indirectly adopts a young boy named Dick (voiced by Michael Cera) from the orphanage. Knowing that the Joker 
would never surrender, Batman takes it upon himself to figure out the Joker’s plans and sets out to stop him with Dick 
and his new sidekick, Robin. 
          While many believe a side character who moves into the starring role will not do the movie justice. However, The 
LEGO Batman Movie is surprisingly successful with Batman -- previously a side character in The LEGO Movie -- in the star 
role. Batman and the cast bring wit and humor that both adults and children can find humorous. The references to the 
world of superheroes, villains, and LEGOS in general can keep any audience member entertained. Where this movie falls 
a little short is the lack of a general song this movie can be known for. While The LEGO Movie introduced “Everything is 
Movie Review: The LEGO Batman Movie 
Awesome” into the minds of millions of fans, there is no equivalent song introduced in The LEGO Batman Movie (or at 
least one that is memorable anyway). However, there is still heart and action packed sequences that are artistically 
captured in clear and bright animation. 
          So, what is significant about The LEGO Batman Movie within the community here at Regis? One of the Jesuit values 
that we undertake here is “men and women for and with others.” Obviously, Batman is a superhero, meaning he has an 
easy time being a man for others. Through his crime fighting skills and vast collections of gadgets and weapons, he is 
able to serve and protect his community to the best of his ability. However, in this movie, Batman has a hard time with 
the second part of this value: to be a man with others. When the threat of the Joker and the other villains is too strong 
for just Batman, he learns how to accept the help of others and embraces the teamwork and family bond between 
himself, Barbara, Robin, and the butler Alfred (voiced by Ralph Fiennes). Through this unity, Batman demonstrates the 
benefit of serving with others who come from diverse backgrounds and experiences. Batman and the member of his 
team come together with a unique set of talents to find the best solution for the purpose of creating a better 
community. 
Allison Upchurch Staff Reporter 
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          The college lifestyle is like a whirlwind of excitement, stress, ridiculous adventures and heartache; a muse for all of 
these emotions is music. Music carries us through our experiences; it lifts us up when we face hardship and joins us in 
success. As we through this daunting experience of college together, I recommend every college student give these 
albums a listen. Taking the time to listen to a whole album may seem too much or even boring but albums tell stories. 
They carry you through someone’s life, some that you might relate to and that inspire its audience. I’d characterize my 
music taste as eclectic and this list definitely reflects that. However, each of these albums carry their own stories, 
experiences, genres and each allows the listener to confide in them. 
1.Andy Shauf: The Bearer of Bad News: This album is a taste of modern jazz that you didn't know you needed. During 
the harsh winter on campus, cuddle up with some coffee or tea and let Shauf’s voice and melodic instrumentals 
transport you to a musky coffee shop on the South side of some sleepy city. 
2.Childish Gambino: Awaken, My Love: This is a new and fresh take on funk. Observing  Gambino, pop/ hip-hop artist, 
transform into complex funkadelic master is extremely interesting and this album takes on the transition gracefully. 
Listening to this pop-funk album is prime to impress your friends with and to accompany you as you groove around 
campus. 
3.Allan Rayman: Hotel Allan: I guarantee you’ve never heard anything like Allan Rayman. His voice is rich and the 
instrumentals reverberate in your mind for hours; both captivate its listener and will get you woke. 
4.Bob Dylan: Bringing it All Back: It’s time for some folk appreciation. Bob Dylan is a poetic voice of a generation, 
revolution and nation. This album will transport you back to 1960’s but still holds truths that relate to 2017. The 
simplicity of his album makes it extremely easy to listen to but be warned, don’t just let the lyrics go unnoticed, stay 
woke and take these messages to heart. 
5.Florist: The Birds Sang Outside: I dont feel feelings, but when I do I listen to this album. Those who relate, and those 
who don’t, will love this nostalgic piece that makes you feel 8 again. 
6.The Velvet Underground: The Velvet Underground: TVU’s third and self-titled album challenged mainstream music 
and culture in the 80’s and is a classic work that epitomizes the beauty of personal, heartfelt and honest songwriting and 
performance that creates an awesome album: which assures you you’re ok, everything will be ok. 
7.Ms. Lauryn Hill: MTV Unplugged: This is the rawest album I’ve ever listened to. Hill focuses on spirituality, the album 
includes interludes of Hill sharing many personal stories and insights, but don’t let this deter you because it’s all about 
facing and overcoming adversity, showing gratitude and finding joy in music. 
Chiggity-check these out guys and add some to your musical knowledge. 
Lizzie Brown Staff Reporter 
 
OP-ED: This Administration is a Mess 
 (Photo: History.com) 
            To say that President Trump’s first month in office has been chaotic is the understatement of the 
millennium.  The new administration has, from the outset, been hindered by rampant infighting among West Wing 
staffers, legal and political blowback for a multitude of hastily-enacted and overreaching executive orders, and a 
communication team whose relationship with the words “truth” and “fact” is… interesting, to say the least. 
            And all of this is compounded by a complete lack of consistency on foreign policy, or, actually, any policy at 
all.  Take, for example, the roll-out of the travel moratorium: the lack of clear communication from the White House on 
what the order actually entailed lead many to incorrectly characterize the edict as a “Muslim ban,” and created 
immense confusion within the federal agencies responsible for enacting it before it was struck down in court. 
            As far as I can tell, Mr. Trump is shooting from the hip in the worst possible way.  It is one thing to be flexible and 
adaptive, such as when Obama adopted a more hawkish stance on terrorism once in office.  It is another thing entirely 
to not only ignore, but decline consultation altogether with the meager cabinet Mr. Trump has managed to assemble. 
            Perhaps the biggest problem, however, is the snail’s pace at which the process of nomination and confirmation 
for top executive branch posts has been moving for the past 30 days.  The delay can be partially attributed to the strong 
opposition from Senate Democrats towards certain controversial nominations, such as Betsy DeVos for Secretary of 
Education or Jeff Sessions for Attorney General, both of whom were confirmed after weeks of debate. However, the 
lion’s share of blame belongs to the Trump administration, which has been dragging its feet on announcing 
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nominations.  While Mr. Trump has managed to put forward nominees for the full set of cabinet-level positions, he has 
only announced nominations for 13 of the 529 critical non-cabinet posts which require Senate confirmation and the 
Washington Post and the nonpartisan Partnership for Public Service claim are necessary for the executive branch and 
bureaucracy to function optimally.  None of them have been confirmed yet, leaving the 14 cabinet members who have 
been successfully confirmed without deputies to handle the day to day operations of their departments, hindering their 
ability to focus on formulating policy. 
            According to the New York Times, this largely stems from the president’s position as an outsider to the 
Republican establishment – at whom he continuously thumbed his nose during the campaign, even after securing the 
party’s nomination.  On the one hand, Mr. Trump seems to insist on total loyalty from his appointees, and the White 
House has repeatedly vetoed suggestions for otherwise qualified candidates. The Trump administration has largely kept 
to wealthy businesspeople that, like Mr. Trump himself, are Washington outsiders.  By the same token, many members 
of the establishment find themselves alienated by what they perceive to be erratic behavior and an unorthodox, 
controversial approach to governance.  In particular, I suspect that the president will have difficulty finding a new 
national security advisor to replace Michael T. Flynn, whose sudden resignation last Monday has caused turmoil at all 
levels of the National Security Council. 
            Time is running out for the Trump administration if they want to be able to build the momentum needed to 
implement the president’s vision for the next four years. They cannot afford to keep spinning wheels as they have been 
for another few months.  If the president’s approval ratings continue their gradual, downward trend, (and they will so 
long as the dysfunction and chaos at the White House continue) the Trump administration could be faced with an 
uncooperative GOP in Congress, trying to distance itself from the presidency in an effort to protect the party’s majorities 
in the mid-term elections. 
            To say that President Trump’s first month in office has been chaotic is the understatement of the 
millennium.  The new administration has, from the outset, been hindered by rampant infighting among West Wing 
staffers, legal and political blowback for a multitude of hastily-enacted and overreaching executive orders, and a 
communication team whose relationship with the words “truth” and “fact” is… interesting, to say the least. 
            And all of this is compounded by a complete lack of consistency on foreign policy, or, actually, any policy at 
all.  Take, for example, the roll-out of the travel moratorium: the lack of clear communication from the White House on 
what the order actually entailed lead many to incorrectly characterize the edict as a “Muslim ban,” and created 
immense confusion within the federal agencies responsible for enacting it before it was struck down in court. 
            As far as I can tell, Mr. Trump is shooting from the hip in the worst possible way.  It is one thing to be flexible and 
adaptive, such as when Obama adopted a more hawkish stance on terrorism once in office.  It is another thing entirely 
to not only ignore, but decline consultation altogether with the meager cabinet Mr. Trump has managed to assemble. 
            Perhaps the biggest problem, however, is the snail’s pace at which the process of nomination and confirmation 
for top executive branch posts has been moving for the past 30 days.  The delay can be partially attributed to the strong 
opposition from Senate Democrats towards certain controversial nominations, such as Betsy DeVos for Secretary of 
Education or Jeff Sessions for Attorney General, both of whom were confirmed after weeks of debate. However, the 
lion’s share of blame belongs to the Trump administration, which has been dragging its feet on announcing 
nominations.  While Mr. Trump has managed to put forward nominees for the full set of cabinet-level positions, he has 
only announced nominations for 13 of the 529 critical non-cabinet posts which require Senate confirmation and the 
Washington Post and the nonpartisan Partnership for Public Service claim are necessary for the executive branch and 
bureaucracy to function optimally.  None of them have been confirmed yet, leaving the 14 cabinet members who have 
been successfully confirmed without deputies to handle the day to day operations of their departments, hindering their 
ability to focus on formulating policy. 
            According to the New York Times, this largely stems from the president’s position as an outsider to the 
Republican establishment – at whom he continuously thumbed his nose during the campaign, even after securing the 
party’s nomination.  On the one hand, Mr. Trump seems to insist on total loyalty from his appointees, and the White 
House has repeatedly vetoed suggestions for otherwise qualified candidates. The Trump administration has largely kept 
to wealthy businesspeople that, like Mr. Trump himself, are Washington outsiders.  By the same token, many members 
of the establishment find themselves alienated by what they perceive to be erratic behavior and an unorthodox, 
controversial approach to governance.  In particular, I suspect that the president will have difficulty finding a new 
national security advisor to replace Michael T. Flynn, whose sudden resignation last Monday has caused turmoil at all 
levels of the National Security Council. 
            Time is running out for the Trump administration if they want to be able to build the momentum needed to 
implement the president’s vision for the next four years. They cannot afford to keep spinning wheels as they have been 
for another few months.  If the president’s approval ratings continue their gradual, downward trend, (and they will so 
long as the dysfunction and chaos at the White House continue) the Trump administration could be faced with an 
uncooperative GOP in Congress, trying to distance itself from the presidency in an effort to protect the party’s majorities 
in the mid-term elections. 
Ford Mulligan Staff Reporter 
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What brought you to Regis University? 
I came to Regis University mainly for my major (Health and Exercise Science) and because I felt like a smaller school 
would be a good fit for me and all those things along with the tight community I had heard about made Regis very 
attractive for me when I applied. Besides that, Denver is such a lovely city and I felt that it would be a good change of 
scenery from my native Southern California.        = 
What is your favorite Jesuit Value? Why? 
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My favorite Jesuit Value is Cura Personalis because of its focus and dedication to the whole person. It’s not about your 
personal success or simply one aspect of yourself, it’s about your growth as a complete person, your experiences that 
you both enjoy and learn from, and nurturing true happiness for yourself, and that’s why this value in particular has 
stuck with me.        
What has been your fondest memory of Regis? 
I can’t really pinpoint any one moment in particular, but I can say that some of my best moments I’ve had at this school 
have been when I am surrounded by the family I’ve cultivated here, because no matter wherever and whenever those 
moments happen, they are filled with so much love and laughter. Those are my fondest memories as they remind me 
that I connect with so many wonderful people here and they’ve become the moments that I live for. 
What has been your fondest memory on the Regis University Ramblers? 
Cast bonding. We’re all like a family in the Ramblers and our cast bonding nights are how I got to know some of closest 
friends. 
What are you most looking forward to about this year’s show, Urinetown? 
I am looking forward to performing with such a talented group of people. We put so much love into this show and for 
me it’ll be exciting to be able to perform this amazing show with the whole Ramblers family at the end of March. 
Is there anything else you would like the Regis community to know? 
I hope you all come see Urinetown! Show dates are on March 30-April 2. Also, I am proud to announce that for the 
2017-2018 school year I will be club president of Regis University’s Gender and Sexuality Alliance. 
Samantha Jewell Staff Reporter 
 
 Catie's Crystal Ball: Baseball Edition 
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            While the end of football season is always met by sadness for avid fans, the good news is it’s never too early to 
think about baseball. When pitchers and catchers started reporting on Feb. 13, baseball fans everywhere began planning 
for their respective seasons. 
            Will the Cubs have another spectacular season? Or will they have to wait another 100 years or more for their next 
World Series success? 
            Will the Red Sox suffer without legendary David Ortiz at designated hitter? 
            Will American League Most Valuable Player Mike Trout lift the Angels to a post-season bid? 
            Will the Cleveland Indians make up for the atrocity of the Browns football season by bringing home a 
championship trophy? 
            I could leave it to the experts to decide, but, instead, I’ve decided to make some predictions myself. 
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            First, a rules prediction: I predict that by the end of the season, the MLB will successfully have pushed for the 
National League to include designated hitters. Let’s face it, the American League has a huge advantage in excitement 
over the National League due to the fact that, instead of having their pitchers hit, they get to have a big hitter come out 
and sink home run after home run.  With viewers searching for more excitement out of baseball, and the MLB searching 
for better ratings, it only makes sense to substitute unproductive pitchers with sluggers that can get on base. 
            Second, an unexpected team will have a spectacular season. Baseball is a sport that sees incredible ups and 
downs throughout one season, much less two. I’m not saying that the Rockies will suddenly win the world series with no 
increase in talent over the offseason (sorry Denver), but I do think we have to consider more than just the usual suspects 
when it comes to a World Series bid. I’d love a Cubs vs. Red Sox series, but in reality, I think we’ll all be surprised with 
how the season goes. 
            Third, the Braves will break Atlanta’s heart again. With the acquisition of potential rookie of the year Dansby 
Swanson in the draft last season, along with stars in Ender Inciarte and Feddie Freeman, the Braves are looking like they 
might actually have an 80 win season. However, this isn’t a guarantee, and they still have a slim shot at making to the 
postseason with the highly talented Mets and Nationals both in their division. Once again, Atlanta fans will taste the 
hope of victory, but not have the satisfaction of a championship. Young talent is bittersweet in that way. 
            Finally, I predict the Regis Rangers will have an exciting baseball season. The team is hosting their first home 
series this weekend versus Rogers State. 
Catie Cheshire Staff Reporter 
 
Regis Soccer Begins Offseason 
 (Photo: Courtesy of Metro State) 
            Coming off a 14-5-1 record in 2016, the Regis men’s soccer team has entered their offseason training, looking to 
improve even more for the 2017 season this fall. Sophomore transfer, Josh Burnett, mentions that the offseason is going 
quite smoothly, saying, “The squad is looking nice, we added a few transfers and have been lifting every other day and 
playing every other day. Definitely, a more relaxed atmosphere considering it being offseason.” The team has become a 
force to be reckoned with and with many players returning, it doesn’t look like that is going to change. 
            Looking at the women’s soccer team, the offseason is going just as well. Sophomore center back, Sydney Devries, 
is confident about their offseason, saying, “The off-season really tests the team mentally and physically. We're putting in 
a lot of work in the weight room and on the field. It's exciting to see everyone's growth so far, and I'm looking forward to 
the potential of a strong season come fall!” Finishing 8-8-3, the women’s soccer team is looking to get over .500 and 
make a push for the NCAA tournament. It is time to get excited Rangers because the soccer teams are getting ready for a 
competitive 2017 season! 
Danny Rolander Staff Reporter 
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RUSGA Campaign Profile: John Casillas 
 
To my fellow Rangers, 
            My name is John Paul Casillas and I am proud to announce that I am seeking the student body Presidency for the 
2017-2018 academic year. I am a first Generation college student who proudly calls Regis University my home for over 3 
and a half years now. I have served the Regis community from a variety of different positions. From the Office of 
Diversity Engagement & Inclusion, to being an RA, to a member of the Student Judicial Board and various other officer 
positions around Campus. I have made it my mission to try and be involved in every way possible, so I can better 
understand what it means to be a Ranger from every angle. 
            I want to continue serving my community by becoming a representative to the student body. I believe that my 
passion for this institution combined with that of my best friend and running mate Nick Stofa’s, makes us an 
unstoppable team. We want to be transparent and easily accessible to all students so that we can truly serve the 
community better. 
            I am prepared to work day in and day out for this University and my fellow Rangers. I promise that if I am elected, 
I will always strive to be the President that this institution deserves. 
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With the utmost respect and dedication, 
John Paul Casillas 
 
 RUSGA Campaign Profile: Chris Miller & Sarah Nguyen 
 
Chris’s Bio: 
            Hey everyone, I’m Chris Miller and I’m running for Student Body President.  I am a junior, double majoring in 
Accounting and Business Administration with a concentration in Marketing.  Three years ago, my experience at Regis 
started with the Business and Entrepreneurship club(B&E).  I am currently the Senator for the B&E club and was 
previously the Social Director.  I have been able to use what I’ve learned in the B&E club to my current position as the 
Program Coordinator of Best of Colorado(BOC).  Being able to lead BOC is such amazing privilege because I get to impact 
the lives of the incoming freshman and help them get to know their new peers and home.  I’m a huge sports fan, I love 
to talk about what crazy things are happening in the sports world.  I’m pretty weird when it comes to my favorite sports 
because I don’t know anyone else who loves a combination of hockey, volleyball, soccer and baseball.  The athletic 
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events and intramurals has been a great way for me to get involved and meet new people.  I love the opportunities that 
Regis has provided me and how Regis continues to feel like my home. 
Sarah’s Bio: 
            Hi Everyone! My name is Sarah Nguyen and I’m running for Student Body Vice President. I am a Communication 
and English major, and a French minor. I was fortunate enough to take on the role of Director of Student Involvement 
and plan events like Snow Week/Ball, tailgates for Athletics, and Ranger Week. I also am a Commuter Assistant and help 
plan events for Commuter Students. Being involved and included at Regis is what changed my whole outlook on how I 
approach life. I used to be somewhat shy and introverted, but challenging myself to open up to others has made all the 
difference. The extroverted me loves people, like I’m that kid that takes a longer route to class just so I can see a couple 
more faces. Yeah, that’s a little extra… I’m a huge snacker, meaning I can finish a whole family sized bag of Hot Cheetos 
or a pint of ice cream in one sitting, which are the only things I won’t share. Though, I am a firm believer in connecting 
with people over food. I love the long hikes and picnics outside, but a warm coffee shop/bakery is equally as awesome! 
All of these things make me feel happy and warm, which is what I want for the Regis Community. 
Our Platform: 
            As leaders and lovers of Regis University, it is our plan and duty to make Regis more transparent, inclusive, and 
involved. A place for you to call home and people to call family. Some of the initiatives we would like to tackle would be 
to open cafe to everyone, so that everyone can hang out with friends. Also, keeping the cafe open for longer is 
something we are working on too! Adding lockers around campus so that people don’t have to lug around all of their 
books and things is another initiative we have in mind. Ultimately, this is Your Home, Your Voice! Tell us what you want! 
#RUHome 
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            My name is Nick Stofa. I am a junior at Regis, and I study politics with an emphasis in international relations. I also 
am minoring in pre-law, and plan to go on to law school when I graduate. In my free time, I like to longboard at Wash 
Park and hike around Colorado in the Rocky Mountain National Park. In addition to long walks on the beach, I really 
enjoy reading articles about international politics and law. 
             I also love spending time on the weekends with my dog Anya. I was born in Sacramento, California (everybody 
makes fun of me for this) and moved here when I was four. I have lived in Denver my whole memorable life, and hope to 
someday live and work in the city I have grown to love so much. My two parents, Wendy and Frank, are my heroes 
because they support me in everything I do. Some day, I hope to work as a lawyer in criminal or civil law. 
            In my time at Regis, I have been fortunate to experience all sorts of different life changing endeavors. Among 
these include my service as an Orientation Leader for two years, my employment in the Campus Diversity Office where I 
planned multiple community events, serving as a Teaching Assistant for two semesters in the RCC program, participating 
in the Ranger Week Committee for three years, attaining academic excellence on the Dean’s List for five semesters, 
serving as President of Res Judicata, acting as a founding consultant for Young Democrats on campus, and lastly all the 
experience I am gaining in this bid for office for the school and community I love so much. 
 
 
   
Black History Month: What Regis Students Can Do 
 
(Photo: AfricanAmericanHistoryMonth.gov) 
               Black History Month is a celebration of African American culture and history. According to Time Magazine, in 
1926 Carter G. Woodson and the Association for the Study of African American Life and History (previously called the 
Association for the Study of Negro Life and History, which he formed with Jesse E. Moorland in 1915), created the first 
"Negro History Week." Woodson created it, as well as the Association because he was frustrated with how African-
Americans were not part of the narrative in history lessons. The predecessor to what is now Black History Month began 
in the second week of February, as it contains both Abraham Lincoln's and Frederick Douglass' birthdays. According to 
Time Magazine, the celebrations of the history week picked up quickly. However, in the mid 1960s, during the Civil 
Rights Movement, colleges and universities expanded on the History Week, turning it into Black History Month. From 
there, in 1976, President Ford then decreed Black History Month to be a national celebration. 
               But to truly understand what Black History Month means, as well as what Regis students can do to support 
students of color on campus, an interview with the Black Student Alliance (BSA) on the Regis campus proved very 
insightful. While there were mixed reactions to the perspective of Black History Month, the overall feeling was that Black 
History Month is not enough. As one member of BSA said, "You say it out loud, but nothing really happens;" there is a 
feeling of inaction regarding the representation as well as the education of the role that people of color play not only in 
history but everywhere in academia and beyond. When asked if the BSA is doing anything specific to commemorate the 
month, the answer was no. While there is Anti-Oppression Week, V-Day, and Justice Week to mention a few campus-
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wide events, it is expected that the BSA would be the one to completely structure the celebration of Black History 
Month, which many of the BSA members felt was too much pressure as they would be making something completely 
new. 
               However, Regis students can do things in order to support the people of color on campus. For instance, the 
inclusion of people of color on flyers or ads around campus, minimizing people of colors' experiences both in and 
outside campus can help. Along with this, the BSA emphasized the importance of not expecting every person of color to 
answer every question about their community or the effect a topic has on them. They encouraged us to ask more 
thoughtful questions whose answers cannot be found by looking elsewhere. One of the biggest forms of support is 
integrating people of color more into the campus. Another aspect that the BSA talked about was the idea of 
tokenization; often times, the people of color on campus or outside of it who become tokenized are expected to answer 
questions or queries for the whole of the community. As a result, the people of color are seen as "other," and not as 
who they are, which are people, as well as our fellow students. 
               For those interested, the Black Student Alliance meets on Wednesdays, from 4pm – 5pm, in Clarke 138. 
Margaret Gentry Staff Reporter 
  
Regis Continues Discussion on Mental Health 
 
(Photo: Google Images) 
                 On Tuesday, Feb. 21, RUSGA and the Institute on the Common Good co-sponsored an event entitled 
“Continuing the Dialogue on Mental Health.” Over fifty members of the Regis community attended the event in Claver 
410, which was a follow up to the talk “Taking Care of Our Friends, and Ourselves” given by Dr. Abby Gosselin of the 
philosophy department in response to the mental health related tragedies that occurred on campus last semester. 
                The evening’s speakers included University Provost Dr. Janet Houser, psychology professor Dr. Brian Drwecki, 
recent Regis graduate Lauren Counterman, and Dr. Loretta Notareschi of the music department. Each of the speakers 
shared stories of their own experiences of mental illness. 
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                 The first speaker, Dr. Houser, emphasized that mental illnesses should be regarded in the same way as physical 
illness and should not be stigmatized. In regards to her experience of depression, she stated, “These are diseases, they 
run in families, they are illnesses. The chemicals in my brain do not work the way the chemicals in a normal person’s 
brain works. I have to take medication to keep those chemicals working correctly. About twenty years ago, we hit on just 
the right combination, and I’ve been effectively treated since then.” For Houser, one of the most important things we 
can do on our campus is to reduce shame around mental illnesses. 
                Dr. Drwecki stated, “This is a time that we in this community can begin to ask the question of ‘How do we 
create a liberated social environment that nurtures all people, all types of personalities, and all diversity of mental life? [. 
. .] If we do nothing, we have to admit that we are participating in an oppressive system. By doing nothing, we are 
complicit.” 
                Following the speakers, there was a discussion portion in which students and faculty asked panelists questions 
regarding mental health and what we can do on campus. Questions ranged from what one should do if their insurance 
company drops coverage of medication to how to support loved ones with mental illnesses. 
Senior neuroscience major Veronica Valenzuela shared, “I felt compelled to come to this event because of my personal 
experience within my family of mental problems and issues. Hearing more stories is very powerful and can help me 
understand where I can help in that process with family members. Tonight I learned that even when we experience 
darkness, we have the capacity for brighter days.” 
                The RUSGA Health Awareness Committee and the Institute of the Common Good are committed to de-
stigmatizing mental illness and plan on hosting more community events following Spring Break. At Regis, some of the 
confidential resources we have include the Office of Counseling and Personal Development and professional staff 
members at University Ministry. If you find yourself or a friend in a crisis situation, you can call Colorado Crisis Services 
at  1-844-493-TALK (8255). 
Maggie Lacy Staff Reporter. 
  
Get To Know The KRCX Senior Staff 
 (Photo:  http://www.krcx.org/) 
               A little-known gem lies in the basement of Clarke Hall: KRCX, our college radio station that plays music all day, 
every day, on the quad and athttp://www.krcx.org/. The KRCX team consists of the honorable sponsor and esteemed 
leader Dean John Hickey, Co-General Manager and Chief Music Director, Connor McNeir, and Co-General Manager, Web 
Editor and Marketing Lead, Natalie Doggett. I conducted interviews with our Senior Staff members to give Regis students 
a look into the personalities of KRCX. 
Why did you want to become the faculty leader for KRCX? 
John Hickey: “I guess for one, I was asked. The chair of the music department needed someone and asked me. I've 
always been passionate about music so it was an easy choice.” 
How has the stations changed since you time as Faculty Leader? 
J: I’ve been with the station 20 years and through the years there's been leaps since its started. It used to have hardwire 
directly to the dorms, that how we reached the students, then we got an AM antenna, then a FM antenna, then 
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streaming and now we’ve in the new station, it's all been big leaps. And I'm waiting for the next; which is getting an 
antenna built and use our FM license to broadcast. 
With that said, is that what you’d want to leave with KRCX or what do you want to leave as your legacy at KRCX? 
J: “Since I've started I've had the dream of KRCX to be the voice of Northeast Denver and to have a station that is the 
voice of the neighborhood not just the campus.” 
What’s your fondest memory with KRCX? 
J: “That's a tough one after 20 years. Each year brings a new staff and I would say my best memories were with the staff 
at those times.” 
College radio is, sadly, a dying tradition, but in your own opinion, why is it still relevant and crucial? 
J: “People may not be listening to college radio as much as they used to because they have so many options available in 
their pockets. But working in the station and having a radio show for an hour, to use the microphone.  You could be 
sitting a room with no one there and right when you flip that switch on, you get nervous, you're under pressure. It’s live. 
How long have you worked at krcx? 
Natalie Doggett:“This is my fourth year, I was hired Freshman year.” 
Connor McNeir: “All four.” 
What motivated you to join the station? 
N: “I have a love for music, [it’s] always been a hobby, listening and sharing music with people. I remember my grandad 
would blast Good Morning Vietnam to wake everyone up.” 
C: “I think when I was on my tour, in highschool, I heard it our side the caf, I think it was James Blake, and I had a family 
friend work on the station and asked her about it, so I interviewed when I got to schooland got the job.” 
What’s your favorite part of the job? 
N: “Having my own [DJ] show, you’re able cocoon yourself in the music and get lost in the station, the staff is also a great 
support system which is really important for a work space.” 
C: “Getting all the new music right when it comes out. I think that's what really cool about college radio ya know, that 
doesn't happen with terrestrial radio really.” 
What’s been your greatest accomplishment with the station? 
N: “Freshman year I organized my interview with Sheer Water and taking on the responsibility as a Freshman; and as a 
Senior teaching new people how to run the station.” 
If you could create one new addition to vamp up the station, what would it be? 
N: “I just want to see more girls on staff, there's the notion that KRCX is a boys club and I want to debunk that. We need 
to encourage girls to apply and retain applicants.” 
C: “That’s a tough one, um I feel our biggest challenge has been interacting with the student body and getting new 
listeners…that’s just kinda the uphill battle.” 
Ok, these next questions are going to be like a pseudo-Lightning Round. Spotify or Soundcloud? 
N: “Spotify.” 
C: “Spotify. [It’s] not free though which sucks, but the five dollars is worth it.” 
J: “Neither”   
What’s your alternative? 
J: “KRCX. I’m not kidding. I listen all the time, I even use it at home. I like listening to new music, I don’t need to listen to 
music I’ve already heard.” 
Folk or Bluegrass music? 
N: “Tough one because it's a little bit of both, the Oh Brother Where Art Thou soundtrack is a good mix of both.” 
C: “[I’d] go folk probably.” 
J: “Folk.” 
Ambient or Instrumental music? 
N: “Ambient, because I can listen to it while I do homework or to go to sleep.” 
 C: “Um, instrumental. More like Explosions in the Sky.” 
J: “Neither,.” 
The alternative? 
J: “ Ya know rock, alternative music” 
 Vinyls or CD’s? 
N: “I have more of a CD collection than a vinyl, I only have the Good Morning Vietnam record haha, I also want some 
classic beastie boys which would be dope.” 
C: “I don't have a use for CD’s anymore so I'd go with vinyl because you get the poster and the download with it too.” 
J: “Oh that a tough one vinyls are nice. They're nostalgic but they're not as easy to use and I’m sad to say my stereos not 
set up to my turntable. But I'm thinking about cracking it out. But vinyls are nostalgic, there was room for notes and it 
allowed artists to be creative more than a CD does .” 
Lizzie Brown Staff Reporter 
 
  
Movie Review: Disney’s Newsies: The Broadway Musical! 
 
(Photo: Disney) 
               For an exclusive three-day engagement last week, Disney’s Newsies: The Broadway Musical! was shown in 
movie theaters across the country, visually presenting the audience with an up-close view of a live Broadway-style 
performance. 
               Newsies is about a young man named Jack Kelly who is the head of the newsboy group who buys newspapers 
from the paper’s manufacturers and re-sells them to the public. When the price of the newspapers goes up, the 
newsboys organize a citywide strike on every newspaper in town to demand the price to decrease to the original cost. 
The story of Newsies is based on the actual event of the Newsboys Strike of 1899 in Brooklyn, New York, and was first 
adapted by Disney in 1992 into a theatrical movie starring Christian Bale. In 2012, Disney turned the movie into a 
Broadway musical, and then took that musical on tour across the country that even made a stop in Denver last year. 
Now, the live stage production has been captured on camera and gone back to the theatrical screen, bringing all the 
songs and dance numbers of Newsies for a new audience to enjoy. 
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               The creative aspects of this show (the songs and dancing) are nothing short of remarkable. The talent and effort 
of all these performers comes out as they are flipping, tape dancing, and literally leaping from one side of the stage to 
the other. Each of the songs evokes every raw emotion of frustration and hope of this cast of characters, expressing not 
only that these characters are standing up for poor wages and better treatment, but they also stand up for the greater 
child labor issue that was underway during the start of the 20th century. There’s also supportive and empowering 
women characters who are just as big of an influence on the strike as the boys are. 
               To bring relevance of this musical to our community here at Regis, this story highlights the Jesuit value of 
contemplatives in action, which states we should not only recognize social problems in the world but take action to 
solve them. The newsboys and their supporters recognized the lack of representation in the chain of command and the 
injustice in child labor practices, and they all come together to form a union and go on strike in order for those injustices 
to be changed. While none of these ragtag newsboys have spirituality or faith to fall back on, they all share a familial 
bond with one another and that drives each of the boys to look inside themselves to stand up and speak out in a world 
that has suppressed them. 
               An encore showing of Disney’s Newsies: The Broadway Musical! Will be shown in movie theaters on Saturday, 
March 4. To search for your nearest theater and find ticket information, go to www.fathomevents.com or 
www.newsiesthemusical.com. 
Allison Upchurch Staff Reporter 
 
 
Your Home, Your Voice! 
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            What is a university for?  This is a hotly debated question these days, but RUSGA Student Body President 
candidate Christopher Miller and his running mate, Sarah Nguyen, have an answer: the university should be a home for 
its students.  To that end, the pair say that if elected, their first order of business would be to work with the university 
administration and Bon Appétit to reorganize the Main Café so that anyone can access the seating area. 
            “We really want to be more inclusive,” Nguyen, who is a sophomore majoring in Communication and English, told 
the Highlander in an email.  “We want to open it up so that students, regardless if they have a meal plan or not, can 
come into the Cafe [sic] to eat and hang out with others.” 
            Nguyen also said they would work to expand the Café’s operating hours to better accommodate students with 
evening classes, and that this would be their primary objective for the end of the semester. 
            When asked about the pair’s larger vision for the Regis campus, Miller, a junior studying Accounting and Business 
Administration, said that they want to engender a strong feeling of home in the Regis community.  The candidate, who 
before Regis had only lived in his hometown of Bridgewater, New Jersey, recounted how becoming involved on campus 
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helped him forge a feeling of home after moving to Colorado, and said that he wants to help other Regis students do the 
same.  
            Nguyen said that she has had a similar experience, though she noted that hers is different in that she has been a 
commuter student from the start.  She said that her time as a commuter assistant for Student Activities has helped her 
form a better understanding of the difficulties faced by her fellow commuters.  In particular, Nguyen pointed out that 
many commuter students do not feel as though they truly belong to the community. 
“It's our mission to break down barriers and help open campus up,” Nguyen said, “We have the opportunity to change 
the lives [sic] on campus.” 
            Both Miller and Nguyen claim to have the experience needed to make a big impact on campus.  Miller currently 
represents the Business and Entrepreneurship Club in the RUSGA Senate, where he serves on the Marketing and Media 
Committee.  He also runs the Best of Colorado program at Student Activities, which runs events that allow Regis 
students to experience all of what the state has to offer.  In addition to her work with Student Acts, Nguyen has served 
on the RUSGA Campus Relations Committee, and is presently the director of the Student Involvement Committee, which 
organizes events like Snow Ball and Ranger Week, which is coming this April. 
            “Being involved with the B&E club, Event Services, Student Activities and RUSGA's Marketing and Media 
committee has shown me that there are many challenges that the Regis community faces,” Miller said, “I believe that 
with the unique combination of experiences that Regis has provided, I am prepared to tackle any of the challenges that 
arise.” 
            “Sarah and I want to create a feeling of home whenever you think about the Regis community,” said Miller. 
Ford Mulligan Staff Reporter 
 
 
Rangers For Change 
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               Since the age of five, John Paul Casillas and Nick Stofa have been best friends. They have spent the past sixteen 
years developing a strong relationship long-rooted in teamwork. Between them is a far-reaching, cohesive chemistry 
that most political duos would kill (or at least embezzle) to have. 
               Casillas and Stofa are running for the highest office students can hold on Regis’ campus: President and Vice 
President. The President is in charge of student funding, it’s allocation, and meeting with all the branches of RUSGA. The 
Vice President runs and manages the Student Senate. Both are in a position to effect campus wide change. So why vote 
for them? 
               The President and Vice President bridge the gap between the students, the faculty, and the administration. They 
ensure that the students’ needs are heard by authority figures. Stofa says, “Our biggest goal is to make sure we keep 
listening to what students want and trying our best to implement them - hammocking posts anyone?” 
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               The pair is backed by years of experience on either side. Collectively, they have been RAs, TAs, Orientation 
Leaders, Ranger Week committee members, presidents of some clubs, and founders of others. Both have worked in the 
Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusive Excellence and have a history of student government experience behind them. 
               Casillas, running for President, is a first-generation, bilingual college student and an officer in Res Judicata. Stofa 
is President of Res Judicata. Together, they also founded the Young Democrats chapter at Regis. 
               The platform of these “Rangers For Change” includes bridging the gap between traditional and commuter 
students and returning to high school-spirit, by coordinating events like tailgates, pep rallies, and more activities on 
campus. John wants to streamline Senate, as he has “heard that students feel that it is currently a bit arduous and 
perhaps outdated”, but still believes it functions as an “extremely important apparatus of the student body.” 
               The largest focus of the two is student representation. “Our biggest job,” says Stofa, “will be making sure that 
we are accountable and receptive to student needs, whether it be a first year student on campus or a second semester 
commuting senior.” 
               Students voting for Nick and John appreciate this campaign goal. Students voting for  Casillas and Stofa 
commented, “Nick actually knows the first-year students, and I feel like he will take our voice into consideration when 
other upperclassmen will not.” 
               In his campaign profile, Casillas writes, “I believe that my passion for this institution combined with that of my 
best friend and running mate Nick Stofa’s, makes us an unstoppable team.” 
Marirose Bernal Staff Reporter 
 
 
Humans of Regis: Mathew Stewart SJ 
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What brought you to Regis? 
Well that is a bit of a complicated story. As a Jesuit I was assigned to Regis, but I also suggested it. I was sent to the 
University of Denver to obtain my Masters in Music. I wanted to be at a college and I had already spent 6-8 years at 
Regis when I was a Novice. [A novice learns to create a community of brothers who grow in prayer, knowledge of the 
Society, apostolic work and personal enrichment.] Regis was the place to go.   
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What is your favorite Jesuit Value? Why? 
Gosh that is a great question. I would have to say it would be Union of Hearts and Minds. The way the Jesuits 
understand that is not as the Union of MY heart and MY MIND; we understand it as the Union of my heart and mind 
with your heart and mind. It is about companionship and community. As in, what are you bringing to the table and what 
am I bringing to the table, and bringing them together. 
Do you have a spiritual advisor? 
Yes I do, Father Tom. You are able to choose your spiritual advisor and you will visit with them on a regular basis. 
Was there a specific moment when you wanted to join the priesthood? 
I am actually going to say no. There was not a distinct moment where I heard a voice saying, “You must do this.” God 
and I were working together for a long time, he didn’t just send me a postcard in the mail. I love cooking so I will say that 
it was more like a slow cooker, the idea cooked for a long time, like wine aging. While others calling is like stir-fry 
cooking, it cooks very quickly. I answered the call though, and here I am. 
Is there anything else you would like the Regis community to know? 
I believe pretty strongly in meeting people where they are at. When I meet people and talk to them I want people to 
flourish. When someone sees the clerical dress they think that you are going to judge them. That is never the case. I just 
love sitting around and talking with people about their lives. When people see me I hope that people will know that I will 
never judge them and I will see them for who they are. 
Samantha Jewell Social Media Editor 
 
